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Fixed Assets absolute visibility into one control console, backed by the best
RFID -based technology platform that shows real-time information

Overview

Key Features

CA is a comprehensive RFID based
application for control and visibility of your
Fixed Assets. It provides mobile and fixed
on-field reading activities and a powerful
100% web-based console where you can
track and monitor all your fixed assets
activity in real time.

Unified Asset Visibility
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CA Highlights
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CA integrates RFID readers, fixed or mobile,
from one or many locations and it
consolidates all the collected data in one
central and consistent database.
No matter where you are, your assets
information is the same.

Collect and update your assets location
data from diferent RFID sources (fixed &
mobile)
Easy information access through web
browser and mobile devices
Track thousands of assets in real time and
get alarms for irregular activity
Business rules determine whether or not an
alarm has to be sent
Create and export customizable reports
Easy integrate to third party applications

CA has an easy to use graphical user interface. Users can access all the information
from standard Web browsers where they
can find and track all the assets in a simple
way.

Fast and Easy Reporting
CA generates easy and fast reports
which can be exported to Excel or any
third-party application through .csv
standard files.

Standard based Integration
CA offers three integration alternatives:
- Webservices data interchange
- Database writing to an intermediate table
- .csv files delivered to a specific server

Enterprise Platform
CA database architecture is designed to
manage tens of thousands of assets data
and published through a web server in order
to service hundreds of users at the same
time.
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CA Mobile Modules
Inventory
Inventory module allows fast and reliable on
field operations with the use of an RFID
enabled handheld mobile computer.
It´s very easy to take an inventory, as easy
as taking a walk through the premises
pointing at the assets with the handheld
reader.
The system automatically identifies how
many assets belong to that area and
reports if there are missing or if an asset
has changed of area.

System Requirements
Server Operating System:
Microsoft Windows Server 2008 or above
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Security
The security module has been developed
for the security guards whose will have to
physically verify doing an RFID read when
an asset is being removed from a particular
area through an RFID enabled access.
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Database:
Microsoft SQL Server 2005 or above
Oracle 11g or above
CA Mobile:
Microsoft Windows CE 5.0 or above

Syncronization
The syncronization process between the
fixed and mobile readers is fast and
accurate assuring that the data is always
updated in order to let you know where is
every asset located and when it is leaving a
particular area.

Contact Info
http://ca.grupocadi.com
http://www.facebook.com/rfid.ca
E-mail: info@grupocadi.com
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